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Shifters Desire Vampire Fangs Venom
Vampire Fangs and VenomElloras Cave Pub Incorporated
I’m Vee Harper, and I’m living the dream, jumping through time, solving the unsolvable for the
Agency of Paranormal Peculiarities. That is until my boyfriend, fellow-time traveling witch
Detective Michael Cooper, sends out a magical SOS that rocks my world. He’s stuck in 1963
with his life on the line, and it’s up to me to trace the threads of space, solve the case, and
save the day. No big deal, right? Right. It has to be. I lost my mom to the job, and I’m not
about to lose the guy I love. You hear that, Universe. This is non-negotiable. Which means
there’s only one thing left to do. Are you ready?
A half-blood magic wielder... A hard-hearted warrior.... A deposed prince. A Bond of Venom
and Magic is a Young Adult fantasy set in a world of magic and monsters that will delight fans
of SJ Maas-A Court of Mist and Fury, and Cassandra Clare. The Wraith Lord is hunting; his
prize, the key to unleashing darkness and Chaos upon the eight Kingdoms. For Diamond
Gillon the war raging in the south seems a remote danger until her home is brutally attacked.
Having lost everything she holds dear, Diamond is catapulted into a terrifying new world in
which legendary beasts arise, magic is condemned and half blood fae, like her, have no rights.
Despite her growing feelings for her saviour, Commander Hugo Casimir, he remains a paradox
- not only is he a heartless killer, he is owned by the cruel immortal fae queen; a queen who
will murder her own people for magic. As Diamond's circumstances become ever more
perilous she is drawn deeper into Hugo's world and discovers the lengths to which he will go to
save what he holds dear. Will Hugo become her friend, her protector, or - an enemy not worthy
of her trust? A Bond of Venom and Magic is a tale of two people bound by magic and secrets,
but trapped in the complexities of love and betrayal. It is the beginning of an epic journey, one
that will test Diamond's resolve and determination to battle an evil that threatens not only her
world but that of Eternity, the land of The Goddess and the Guardians.
Official job working security? Check.Dragon sidekick along to keep her out of real danger?
Check.Mythological monsters let loose on the town? Oh, crud. It's been rough adapting to her
new lifestyle, but Danni's gotten used to the fangs and venom, and found strength within to
overpower her worst enemy: her own self-doubt. Now she's on her first official job as a
member of Rider's security firm. Assigned as security at Gruff's Bar and Grille in Moonlight,
West Virginia, Danni is bored to tears until a man stumbles in, missing a few important body
parts. The overprotective Rider wants to take her off the case, but she's determined to prove
she can handle the job and convince her stubborn sire she's tougher than he gives her credit
for. She's taken on shifters and gangbangers, and earned the moniker of Danni the Teste
Slayer. Surely she can take on whatever is preying on the people of Moonlight...
I bought her. I own her. But she’ll never be mine… A Vampire King... The moment she stepped
on stage, I had to have her in my bed. My submissive, kneeling at my feet. But this captive
virgin is more than what she seems… A spy in my kingdom. A weapon honed by my enemy.
She hates me, but hate is a passion perilously close to love... A captured queen... All my life
I’ve trained for one purpose. One ultimate goal: kill the Vampire King. I expected a fight. Pain.
Torture. I didn’t expect to want him. My body is a weapon he turns against me. But I can’t
forget my fallen pack. My quest for revenge. My mission is simple: Seduce him. Earn his trust.
Bring him down. Above all: don’t fall in love.
Draoithe: Dragons Come Volume 4 Lieutenant Ryker Talbert came back to the States after his
last mission a bit messed up. His former Colonel had retired, and he was lost and followed suit.
Wandering around aimlessly though just got him involved in some stuff he could not handle
alone. It had him rethinking that last mission and feeling a need to see his former Colonel
again. He never made the meeting he set up with Luke. Getting down from his jeep after a long
drive to take a leak in the woods saw him nearly mauled to death by a wild panther, knowing
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his end had arrived, and finally accepting the dark gift from a vampire because he could not let
things end the way they were heading. Finding his former Colonel waiting for him when he was
with himself again after the delirium and several days of sleeping left him with a lot of
questions. The one he needed to answer as desperately as he needed to understand what it
meant to be a vampire was what happened to the panther? That was soon followed by
dragons? Really? Okay. Just one more thing, how the hell were they going to fix Artie before
her loss killed Fox? Steamy Paranormal Romance/ Urban Fantasy 18+ HEA! NC! Fated Mates
***Warning: Adult Themes, Fantasy Violence, and/or Explicit Sexual Situations. Intended for a
Mature Audience.
The more Carmela Santiago thinks about her vampire lover and her alpha werewolf, the more
she realizes that she can’t let either of them go. However, the last thing she wants is for her
secrets to drag them down with her. Derek Ashmore has lived for many centuries, but even
vampires can get stressed. Not only does he need to rescue his longtime friend from the
Cazador, but he also needs to keep Carmela safe all the factions threatening them. The clock
is ticking for Brendan Kelly. His Alpha and father has given him a deadline for bringing
Carmela to a werewolf safe house, but when Carmela doesn’t budge on the issue, he’ll have
to find a way to convince her before it’s too late. This is part four in a werewolf/vampire
menage serial with a cliffhanger, explicit language and sexual situations. Please read the
books in order.
Think Game of Thrones meets Buffy the Vampire Slayer with a drizzle of E.L. James Telegraph Perfect for fans of Jessica Jones and True Blood, this is a blockbuster modern
fantasy set in a divided world where one woman must uncover the truth to seek her revenge.
Half-Fae, half-human Bryce Quinlan loves her life. Every night is a party and Bryce is going to
savour all the pleasures Lunathion – also known as Crescent City – has to offer. But then a
brutal murder shakes the very foundations of the city, and brings Bryce's world crashing down.
Two years later, Bryce still haunts the city's most notorious nightclubs – but seeking only
oblivion now. Then the murderer attacks again. And when an infamous Fallen angel, Hunt
Athalar, is assigned to watch her every footstep, Bryce knows she can't forget any longer. As
Bryce and Hunt fight to unravel the mystery, and their own dark pasts, the threads they tug
ripple through the underbelly of the city, across warring continents, and down to the deepest
levels of Hel, where things that have been sleeping for millennia are beginning to stir ... With
unforgettable characters and page-turning suspense, this richly inventive new fantasy series by
#1 New York Times bestselling author Sarah J. Maas delves into the heartache of loss, the
price of freedom – and the power of love.

A grumpy bear shifter, a stubborn she-bear shifter, and more growls than a bear clan
can possibly handle. Will the two kill each other or discover they make the perfect
mated pair? Tyboll is as egotistical as only a bear shifter can be. Veda has no problem
putting the self-centered bear in his place even if it’s the outhouse throne. When they
finally touch and discover they’re mates it’s a match made in beastkind hell. Or is it?
Who better to wet his appetite than a witch. Who better to tame her lonely heart than a
raging bear.
Our story begins the same as any ill-fated romance. Two households, two families, two
species that should never be together. These are the recipe for tragic, beautiful love,
fated to end in flames. She is my doom. She is my destiny. Unavoidable, impossible to
deny, and painful to ignore. They call me Bastard Prince, a half-breed unworthy of a
true title. But I still have to follow the rules. Serve the Blackthorne vampire bloodline. A
shifter and a vampire are forbidden to be together. The law declares it so. But Briar is
mine, and I’ll fight family and constitution to the death in order to keep her. Midnight
Prince is the first of an all new series in the Blackthorne Vampires world. It contains a
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CLIFFHANGER and CAN BE READ without reading The Blood Trilogy, but it's
recommended to read all three previous books (Blood Captive, Blood Traitor, Blood
Heir) to avoid any minor spoilers.
Dream Therapy Jace Weda is an immortal bear shifter whose dream inversion gift has
crippled his life. He is an accomplished pilot, but can’t handle the stress of driving a
car. When he and his brother take a mission to hunt a rapist for Fox, his life changes
drastically, and leaving California for Draoithe in the summer of 2016 is the only
solution to avoid disastrous blowback from a deadly enemy. Living at Draoithe grants
him a new perspective and an opportunity for a brand new life with therapy and
counseling for the dream magic he was born with. It also brings an unexpected
encounter with the deaf architectural design artist. One-touch, and he is hooked. When
he catches the contractor beating her, he loses his mind and beats the fool
unconscious, but that is where his life gets complicated. He wants the contractor's
head, but taking care of the beautiful deaf designer takes precedence. When he learns
that she is in trouble because of the work she did in designing his new home, he
realizes that all his hope for something more with her could simply vanish like smoke on
the wind. Jace must find a way to help the fiercely independent woman he desperately
needs and keep her safe from the pitfalls of his world. Steamy Paranormal Romance /
Urban Fantasy 18+ HEA! NC! Fated Mates ***Warning: Adult Themes, Fantasy
Violence, and/or Explicit Sexual Situations. Intended for a Mature Audience.
Meet shapeshifting skinwalker Jane Yellowrock in the first novel in the New York Times
bestselling series that captures “the essence of urban fantasy” (SF Site). Jane
Yellowrock is the last of her kind—a skinwalker of Cherokee descent who can turn into
any creature she desires and hunts vampires for a living. But now she’s been hired by
Katherine Fontaneau, one of the oldest vampires in New Orleans and the madam of
Katies’s Ladies, to hunt a powerful rogue vampire who’s killing other vamps. Amidst a
bordello full of real “ladies of the night,” and a hot Cajun biker with a panther tattoo
who stirs her carnal desire, Jane must stay focused and complete her mission—or else
the next skin she’ll need to save just may be her own...
‘Beyond the Poison Chalice’ by Helena Maeve Coveting the enemy is simply to die
for. Claudia Salizar has given blood, sweat and tears to the tenuous armistice between
the factions that inhabit St. Louis. She rules the north side with an iron fist, striving to
keep the peace between vampires, werewolves and humans no matter the cost.
Stumbling across two mysterious intruders who may jeopardize everything she’s
worked for is no small inconvenience. The pair need safe passage out of the vampire
quarter and they’re willing to negotiate. Claudia is immediately drawn to Silver, a
human with an unusually delectable scent whose tantalizing touch brings her to the
height of ecstasy. His taciturn companion is harder to crack, but Claudia has met her
fair share of werewolves and giving herself to Lucan awakens desires she has too long
suppressed. Justice is soon the furthest thing from Claudia’s mind, but colluding with
outsiders can have unforeseen ramifications. It’s not long before running Silver and
Lucan out of town seems like the only sensible option. Time for Claudia to decide what
she values more—her hard-won reputation or the two men in her bed? ‘Steal Your Soul
Away’ by Elizabeth Coldwell In Brighton, the undead come alive when the sun goes
down. Can a vampire and a werewolf put their differences aside and join a human in
the ultimate threesome? Angelique is not like other burlesque dancers. For one thing,
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she’s been a vampire for over two hundred years. Her rule has always been ‘look but
don’t touch’, until she meets hot young sculptor Tom. But she’s also attracted to his
friend, Lucas, even though she knows him to be a lycan—the last creature she’d ever
want to get involved with. Desire and distrust mix in an explosive combination as
Angelique is drawn closer to both Tom and Lucas. Tom Lawless is a star on the rise
about to exhibit his sculptures at the Cities After Dark show at Brighton Pavilion. When
he sees beautiful dancer Angelique, it’s lust at first sight and his need for her doesn’t
fade, even when he learns she’s one of the undead. If only he could make her realise
that his best friend Lucas is a cool guy and not a threat, their twosome could become a
very happy threesome. Lucas Canning has secrets he doesn’t feel comfortable
sharing. Just how do you tell your closest friend that you sometimes need to shift into
wolf form? And now that friend is dating a gorgeous woman vamp. Lucas is crazy about
Angelique but can’t get involved with her without hurting Tom. Perhaps the night of the
exhibition will give him a chance to show her he’s not the bad guy in all this and finally
give his animal passion free rein. Because everything gets a little wild when the sun
goes down... ‘Taken In’ by Wendi Zwaduk Find what you need at the Store Front.
Blood, sex...we have it all just for you. The supernaturals have taken over the earth,
leaving the humans to serve them. The Store Front is one place for the supernaturals to
find partners for feeding and sexual needs. Vic, a wolf shifter, and Gale, a vampire,
have a special human female they love to visit. They know the bond between them
goes far beyond the bedroom, but convincing Kitty the triad should happen might not be
so easy. Kitty longs to leave the Store Front and the total darkness of the earth. The
one bright spot in her day is a visit from Gale and Vic. She loves the two supernatural
men, even if she can’t voice the words. Do they return her affections on a deeper level
or is she just a pawn to them? She’s not sure, but she’s willing to risk her heart and
get wild after dark in order to find out. ‘Intervention’ by Aurelia T. Evans It starts as an
intervention for a friend, but it ends in bloodshed, lust, betrayal and death...as love often
does after dark. When Emily’s husband, Land, calls her to come down to the
warehouse district at sunset, she thinks it’s just another job for their para-extermination
company. However, he says that he’s finally caught Matt, the third member of their
team, who was bitten by a werewolf a few weeks ago and has been missing ever since.
Emily races to the warehouse, where instead of the friendly intervention she and Land
had planned, she finds Matt wild in his cage, a creepy vampire duct-taped to a pipe,
Land covered in blood from a bite mark on his neck—and not a single easy answer in
sight. ‘Darker Nights’ by Nan Comargue Lawyer Delia Darker’s world becomes very
dark when two new clients turn out to be immortal vampires—and her long-time fantasy.
Delia Darker works at her family’s law firm, serving vampires and other immortals, but
she has long ago gotten over her own lust for vampire males after being hurt and
abandoned by one. When her colleague forces her to take over a meeting with two of
his clients, she’s suddenly thrown into the night-time world of music, partying and
incredible sex. How can she resist spending the night with Mark Lyons and Caleb
Jennings? Caleb has been searching for his and Mark’s one true mate, the ideal match
prophesized for immortals. However, Mark is skeptical. Immortality just doesn’t seem
to go with a committed long-term relationship. It doesn’t matter how attractive Delia is,
he just doesn’t think it’s going to work—but he’s willing to give it a try for his best
friend’s sake. When that first wild night turns into a series of sexy encounters, Delia
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starts worrying that she might be falling for Mark and Caleb—and that certainly wasn’t
the plan. She isn’t sure she wants to become an immortal. Sleeping with both a
vampire and a werewolf might be a crazy experiment that’s all right for a little while, but
the two males couldn’t want more than that, could they? ‘Sated’ by Lucy Felthouse A
human, a vampire and a werewolf walked into a bar. Sexy is what happens next. Since
getting together with her vampire boyfriend, Ace, Aneesa is enjoying a sex life she
could never have with a human. Ace has skill, strength, stamina...and is massively
adventurous. Aneesa is checking things off her sexual bucket list at a rate of knots.
However, she hasn’t even come close to experiencing the ultimate item on her list. So
when Ace beats her to it, proposing a threesome with his werewolf friend, Barton,
Aneesa’s definitely up for it. Barton is attractive, smart and sexy—almost too good to be
true, in fact. Aneesa decides not to jump straight into things, but makes sure it’s what
she truly wants. However, it turns out Barton’s not so easily dissuaded. Will Aneesa get
the ultimate erotic experience she’s desired for so long? Will she be truly sated, or is
the plan doomed to failure?
Taken from her people. Claimed by an alpha. Forced into a new life. In a time before
tools of metal and houses of wood, tooth and claw rule the wild places of the world. The
Moon People have been enemies to Netya's kind for as long as the stars can
remember. They are monsters, demons, men and women who take the shapes of
beasts. The murderers of her father. An outsider taken as a prize by the pack, Netya
must overcome suspicion, rivalry, and the division of her own heart as she grows to
realise that monsters wear many different faces. Among the Moon People she uncovers
the potential of a life she never knew existed. The chance for a woman to become
something more than a prize, or a mother, or a concubine. But as the alpha and others
vie for her heart, the powerful huntress Vaya seeks to purge Netya from her pack.
Before Netya can decide where she belongs, she must endure the trials of love, hatred,
and heartbreak. The girl taken as a trophy must become a woman. 170,700 words in
length. Contains explicit sexual content.
A sexy vampire and a badass witch must unite to save each other in this USA
Today–bestselling paranormal romantic suspense novel. Danger signs rise off Jase
Kayrs like steam—the scars, the secrets, the strength. He's got a mission, and he's not
interested in much outside of it. Except Brenna Dunne. Brenna was an ass-kicking,
name-taking witch—before the poison that's killing her sapped her powers too. She
knows there's more to Jase than a handsome face and an ugly history. But there's no
time to find out what. Taking him as her mate might save her life. But once she
unleashes the force of his desire, there will be no turning back... Ready or not, here
they come.... Praise for the Dark Protectors Series “Hot and fast from beginning to
end.”—New York Times–bestselling author Kate Douglas on Fated “Paranormal
romance at its best!”—Cynthia Eden “If you want hot, sexy, dangerous romance…this
series is for you.”—Paranormal Haven “Sizzling sex scenes and a memorable
cast.”—Publishers Weekly on Claimed
This bundle includes books 7 - 9 of the Shifter Squad series. Vampire Matriarch: On a
quest to hunt down her mother, Lexi underestimates just how powerful the vampirism in
her system has become. Intent on murder, she is instead drawn in by false promises
and sweet lies. Katrina rules her nest through intimidation and fear, but she possesses
a talent that no other undead creature has ever had before. This makes her far harder
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to kill than Lexi had anticipated. It will take cunning and ingenuity to end the master
vampire’s life. Lexi isn’t the only one who is suffering. Reece is going through his own
form of torment. The perfect life he’d experienced in a succubus induced dream is just
a figment of his imagination. Nothing is as he’d expected since leaving the Shifter
Squad and joining his pack. At the next full moon, Lexi becomes something that has
never existed before. Part wolf, part vampire and part something else, she sets out to
confront the mate who abandoned her. Reece Garrett is responsible for her becoming
an abomination. She decides that it is high time he answered for what he did to her.
Web Master: Lexi has faced many difficult challenges since becoming a member of the
Shifter Squad. All were apparently designed to teach her the skills she needs to
undertake the duty that Fate has given her. As absurd as it may seem, she is destined
to save the world. Thankfully, she won’t have to tackle this daunting task alone. The
rival organization known as EERI are somehow involved in the coming threat. The
Squad’s goal is to hunt down the rival organization’s leader and end them before they
can destroy mankind. Before they can embark on their search, they are sidetracked by
a new mission. As they begin to close in on their enemy, a new threat arises that
heralds the beginning of the end. Their target knows their weaknesses and they will do
anything they can to destroy the team’s morale. Lexi was told that she has all the tools
she needs to fight her nemesis, but not even her new speed and strength will be
enough to save the life of someone she loves. Hell Spawn: With the apocalypse fast
approaching, Lexi now knows who her nemesis is, but he isn’t going to be easy to
defeat. She and the Shifter Squad must find a way to halt the stone golems and their
minions as well as the hordes of zombies and hell spawn that will soon overwhelm the
country. They won’t be alone during the battles ahead. They have gained friends and
allies during their missions who will come to their aid when called. Chosen by Fate to
save humankind from annihilation, Lexi must call on every skill that she has acquired
during her trials. Even with her army behind her, she despairs that it might not be
enough to win a war against the increasing flood of demons that are being unleashed
from hell.
Struggling to escape their respective pasts and searching for a sense of belonging, two young
women encounter vampires, shapeshifters and other supernatural beings before landing in a
"normal" region and wondering if they will be able to adjust to regular life. By the author of the
Kiesha'ra series.
Shifters' Desire - Vampire Fangs and Venom By Myra Nour Book 1 in the Shifter's Desire
series Briana's dark and erotic dreams drive her from her bed to a deserted park where, come
morning, she finds herself in another time and place, running from a terrifying wolf-man who
insists upon practicing a highly sexual form of bonding with her. Is she still dreaming or just
insane? Neither, as it turns out...
"I never go to bed angry. I stay awake and plot my revenge." Imprisoned for killing Silas, Briar's
only chance of surviving is to rely on her roommates and Luke, the sexy shifter she loves to
hate. But getting free won't solve her problems. She still has to kill Dominic, the pack Alpha
who murdered her entire family. To do that, she has to make Dominic believe she's still team
bad guys so she can get close to him and find out whom he's working with. Especially when
she learns just about everyone and their evil dog is looking for the one thing she has sworn to
protect--the Abydos, powerful and ancient blood that could either end the world or save it. But
playing the other side has some severe consequences, especially when she gets too close to
the darkness and savors its poisonous flavor one too many times. If Briar can't let go of her
demons, she'll lose everyone she loves. Scroll up and grab this gritty urban fantasy TODAY!
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Kerrelyn Sparks introduces readers to a demon world that is curiously parallel to the human
world. There are vampire cable channels that feature talks shows, soap operas and a celebrity
magazine called Live! With the Undead. But as a human female crosses boundaries into this
new reality, the results can be dangerous and hilarious ... And, for a limited time with this
FREE ebook, get an exclusive sneak peek at Kerrelyn's forthcoming novel, Vampire Mine,
available March 29th.
It's been seven years. Seven long years since that cold and cruel Vampire King, Lucius, broke
her heart. Her naive little heart destroyed after one painful night, when she sneaked into his
Gothic nightclub, Transfusion. Seven years ago, he humiliated her, casting her aside and
telling her just what he thought about her little obsession with him. Then he saved her life.
Well, now he is back and this time he is out for blood, and all she can hope for is that it isn't
hers that's on the menu. Because she is just your typical, ordinary, everyday girl who works
and lives in London. Even if she is trying to make it on her own without the safety of her family.
However, growing up knowing of the supernatural world and being human definitely has its
draw backs. Especially when a certain Vampire King has her in mind for a date, and his
dominant and forceful ways are sending her re-ignited obsession with him into overdrive. But
he does like her... doesn't he?
I’m Vee Harper, and I’m the job. Or rather I used to be until I started dating fellow timetraveling witch, Detective Michael Cooper. Now he’s got my head scrambled, and my heart
filled with feelings—ew. You know what I need? A good cold-case to solve. Luckily one falls in
my lap, or make that passes out at my feet. Four crimes, two deaths, and only one thing in
common, the zip code. Are supernaturals being cursed, or is it something worse? You know
the drill. 1962 is my time, to solve this heinous crime. You coming?
#1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of Twilight with
this highly anticipated companion: the iconic love story of Bella and Edward told from the
vampire's point of view. When Edward Cullen and Bella Swan met in Twilight, an iconic love
story was born. But until now, fans have heard only Bella's side of the story. At last, readers
can experience Edward's version in the long-awaited companion novel, Midnight Sun. This
unforgettable tale as told through Edward's eyes takes on a new and decidedly dark twist.
Meeting Bella is both the most unnerving and intriguing event he has experienced in all his
years as a vampire. As we learn more fascinating details about Edward's past and the
complexity of his inner thoughts, we understand why this is the defining struggle of his life.
How can he justify following his heart if it means leading Bella into danger? In Midnight Sun,
Stephenie Meyer transports us back to a world that has captivated millions of readers and
brings us an epic novel about the profound pleasures and devastating consequences of
immortal love. An instant #1 New York Times BestsellerAn instant #1 USA Today BestsellerAn
instant #1 Wall Street Journal BestsellerAn instant #1 IndieBound BestsellerApple Audiobook
August Must-Listens Pick "People do not want to just read Meyer's books; they want to climb
inside them and live there." -- Time "A literary phenomenon." -- New York Times
The climactic final volume of The Venom Trilogy by USA Today bestselling author Shannon
Mayer. Humble baker turned supernatural Alena Budrene is lovely and lethal, and for the first
time, she's owning it. Finally rid of her low-life ex-husband, she's free to date sexy vampire
mob boss Remo, who respects her as both a Supe and a woman. She's on good terms with
her difficult mother, and she's growing comfortable with her powers. But just when it seems
things are falling into place for Alena, Hera strikes again: the Aegrus virus rages across
Seattle, threatening the life of everyone in its path--including Remo, infected by Hades. The
only way to stop the carnage is to face Hera and her army in a no-prisoners battle to determine
the fate of the human race--and Alena's future. In a sweeping voyage from the Seattle bar
scene to a netherworld populated by murderous gods and monsters, Alena confronts one
adversary after another on a quest to set the world right for both humans and Supes and
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demonstrate her power--to the gods and to herself--once and for all.

Susan Michaels was once the hottest reporter on the Beltway Beat until a major
scandal ruined her life and left her writing stories about alien babies and Elvis sightings.
Life as she once knew it is over, or so she thinks, but then she gets a lead on a story
that could salvage her extinct career. She heads to the local animal shelter, expecting a
hot news tip, which she gets in the form of a major police cover-up . . . for a ring of soulsucking vampires out to take over Seattle. So much for saving her credibility. And if that
isn't bad enough, she gets talked into adopting a cat and finds she's allergic to it. A cat
that turns out to be a shapeshifter who claims to be an immortal vampire slayer on the
prowl for the same corrupt cops. Her first thought: seek professional help. But as
Susan's drawn into Ravyn's dark and dangerous world, she comes to realize that
there's a lot more at stake than just her defunct career. Now it's no longer a question of
bringing the truth to her readers; it's a matter of saving their very lives and souls.
Ravyn's life was shattered over four hundred years ago, when he mistakenly trusted the
wrong human with the truth of his existence. He lost his family, his honor, and his life.
Now, in order to save the people of Seattle, he's forced to confront that nightmare all
over again, and to trust another woman with the secret that could destroy him. In the
world of the Dark-Hunters, life is always dangerous. But never more so than now; when
a very human woman can shatter their entire world with just one story. The only
question is . . . will she?
A witch who only wants to be normal. A man sworn to protect her. The vampire who
vows to kill them both. Seraphine likes things to be by the book. That's why she's an
accountant. Numbers are logical. Then she has a dream. It's one of those dreams. A
warning. Seraphine fights to ignore her gut instincts because it doesn't fit into her nice
and normal life. Hours later, a man named Cade shows up on her doorstep. He's there
to save her from being killed by a vampire. She has no intention of believing him.
Vampires don't exist. He knows she's dead wrong.
First in a delightfully irreverent new series-and second to none when it comes to
beautiful 227-year-old career women. Being dead isn't all it's cracked up to be. Take it
from Francesca Marinelli, trapped underground for over 200 years and rediscovered
during the renovation of a Victorian mansion in historic St. Augustine. A tourist
attraction herself, she's well suited for a job as an Old Ghost Town Tour guide.
Francesca's due for a new lease on afterlife-and with enough sunblock, she can finally
live it. Unfortunately, everything she learned about men is a little dated. And when
people in her tour group turn up dead, naturally the police suspect her. After all, she is a
vampire. Which is why a crazed vampire-hunting vigilante squad is out to get her as
well. Between the dead bodies, the stalkers, and a seriously non-existent love life, she's
starting to wish she was dead. Or at least buried, where she was safe.
SHAPE SHIFTER is a futuristic intrigue, immersed in Norse and Greek mythology,
spanning across the sands of time, far into the future; SHAPE SHIFTER keeps its
readers mesmerized in place as it delivers them along a passionate, riveting,
supernatural non-stop ride, packed full of twist, turns, action, adventure, seduction,
love, betrayal, duty and honor. When word of a mysterious creature, which terrorizes a
small village in the mountains of North America, reaches Sean O Conner, a hunter of
exotic creatures, Sean and his friends travel across the sea, in hope of killing the fabled
beast and returning home heroes, only to find that all is not always what it may appear
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to be. Sean finds himself immersed in a war between good and evil. The outcome rest
upon Sean's shoulders, the fate of the earth and all that dwell upon it, hangs in the
balance. Racing against time to form an alliance, with the different species that share
the earth, Sean must unite the different groups to battle the notorious Loki, the
maniacal leader of the evil Raksasha and other off-world enemies, which threaten their
very existence.
Book 1 in the future Lost series Marielle leads an idyllic life among her fellow Mer
people. Swimming in the jeweled ocean and sunning on white beaches satisfy the
others, but not her- Marielle has an adventurous heart. Her longing for something
exciting draws her to a far off, mysterious island. Matt came to the upper world
expecting it to be vastly different from the underground society he grew up in. But he
never expected to meet a gorgeous woman who matched his desire for exploration.
One thing worries him- Marielle considers herself a mermaid. Their lovemaking is
sensual and steamy, but is it enough for Marielle and Matt to overcome their
differences? They must live through danger, fight giant eels and horrible mutants,
before they discover love can vanquish most obstacles.
The vampire civil war has been averted, deadly were-demons have been beaten back
and now it Damali Richards and Carlos Rivera (now a Council level vampire) will finally
have the chance to settle in and explore their deeper, sexier love. But Carlos and
Damali should know by now that there is no rest for the saviors of the known world.
One of the four topside Master vampires has stolen one of the Keys-the living blood of
Christ---that opens the sixth seal as foretold in Revelations. He who possesses the Key
and the Seal can decide to the outcome of the Final War, a.k.a. Armageddon. With a
vampire in possession of the Key, the balance between the Light and the Dark have
been thrown off and even Damali is deeply effected. She is now sporting a pair of
fangs. In order to retrieve the Key, Carlos and Damali are quickly thrust into a web of
vampire politics and intrigue. And when Carlos's secret drug, Oblivion, finds its way into
the hands of the enemies, even the seventh level of Hell comes calling.
Eyrie Iolair Sky Dreams The light dragons of the Eyrie have waited for centuries for the
arrival of the Tiarna na Speartha, but when they finally swear fealty to the Lord of the
Skies, part of the prophecy about dragons finding their life mates seems to begin
coming true. Light dragons might be resurrected powerful shifter knights, but unlike
most dragons, they need to claim a slave to train to become their Valkyries. Slavery
except for criminals has never been legal in the Eyrie presenting a bit of an issue.
Young untried kings, a host of people needing haven, and a nagual thunderbird who
declares that the law stops at the bedroom door flips the light dragon worldview on end.
Even some of the Tiarna get caught up in the whirlwind of magic that raising the Lord of
Skies as the overlord of Eyrie Iolair brings. Find out how the Eyrie comes back from the
brink of extinction in the Sky Dreams tales. Steamy Paranormal Romance / Urban
Fantasy 18+ HEA! NC! Fated Mates ***Warning: Adult Themes, Fantasy Violence,
and/or Explicit Sexual Situations. Intended for a Mature Audience.
It's just a scratch - a scratch that transforms the witch forever. Already a witch at
breaking point, I really can't be dealing with the latest scandal affecting my life. I'm busy
selling spells from my shop when my brother accidently almost kills a werewolf,
attracting the wrath of my enemy, the Brighton Pack alpha, Malone. His attack leaves
me with a scratch that turns me into the first ever hybrid-witch and solidifies my
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expulsion from the coven, leaving me all alone. I'm not sure how much more I can take.
When Malone smells his toxins in me, he vows to help me through the first shift. As
alpha, his responsibility is to his pack and turning a witch is against sacred wolf laws.
His pack will disown him if he doesn't get rid of me. He's ready to rectify his wrong,
threatening to end my life, until I shift and the mating bond is evoked. Can Malone
reject the forbidden pull towards me in order to keep his pack? Or will I be able to
escape before he claims me and jeopardises his position as alpha?
[Siren Everlasting Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Consensual BDSM
Romance, M/M, vampires, shape-shifters, sex in partially shifted form, sex toys, HEA] Ter
Dinh, a dragon shifter, has been running away from relationships ever since his family kicked
him out at sixteen for being gay. Brash and unapologetic, he moves through life never having
any real attachments. Until he meets Nicolae Azarov. Though he tries to avoid the inevitable,
Nicolae’s courtship is winning him over, though his estranged family may once again step in to
make his life a living hell. Nicolae Azarov is desperate to make his mate see reason. Ter has
been avoiding him for months and time is running out on his biological clock to rid himself of
the mate venom which will slowly drive him crazy if he doesn’t give it to Ter. He refuses to
force him into anything but can’t figure out what will make Ter see that he means no harm.
Giving up his control to Ter seems like a good idea, but it will lead him down paths he never
expected to take. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
From the moment vampire bounty-hunter Rex Serano meets sexy shifter Margery, he’s
smitten. When the alpha of the Kincaid pack asks him to join with them, he’s stunned by the
offer, but the real draw is the beautiful, caring female who seems to want nothing to do with
him. Margery is the driving maternal force for her pack and she has one rule: she doesn’t date
vampires. Years ago she was nearly killed by rogue vamps and she has no interest in getting
involved with one now. No matter how sexy a certain, persistent bounty hunter might be. When
one of Rex’s hunts gets messy, Margery gets caught in the crossfire and he’ll do whatever it
takes to protect her. They might be different species but the mating call is undeniable and too
strong to ignore. Now they must find a way to reach common ground and trust their instincts if
they’re going to fight for a future together. Author note: all novellas in the series can easily be
read as individual titles. Stories in the series: Taming the Alpha (#1) Claiming His Mate (#2)
Tempting His Mate (#3) Saving His Mate (#4) To Catch His Mate (#5) Falling For His Mate (#6)
Cat Maiden What happens when the gods play tricks on humans...Madria leads a very
satisfying life as a cat, until one night when she stumbles into two gods. They are arguing and
the goddess points at Madria, changing her into a human. Stunned, confused, she manages to
drag herself home and collapse on her master's doorstep. During a raging thunderstorm,
Antonius' beloved cat runs outside and doesn't return. He is astonished when he finds an
unconscious, nude woman on his doorstep, and pleased to see her beauty surpasses the ideal
he had pictured as a perfect mate. Pussyfooting Around When Diamond gives her life in a
selfless act, she is granted her most fervent wish-to become a human female so that she can
win her beloved master's heart. But becoming a human isn't as easy as it looks. Pitfalls and
traps lie in wait everywhere as she struggles to overcome her inner nature. If she fails this test,
she will be turned back into a cat, and worse, lose Eddie's love forever.
The delicious sequel to Venom and Vanilla, from USA Today bestselling author Shannon
Mayer. Alena Budrene is not just a gifted Seattle baker--she's also a supernatural. Having
survived the virus that made her transformation necessary and outwitted an attack by a Greek
hero, she's ready to settle down and deal with the challenges of living as a "Super Duper." But
nothing is easy for a woman who can turn into a giant snake. Threatened by her
unprecedented strength, Alena's enemies team up against her. What's next on the menu? The
duplicitous demigod Theseus--backed by a ruthless vampire gang and the power-hungry
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goddess Hera--is determined to lure her into a glorious, and rather public, battle to the death.
Now humans, even the ones Alena risks her life to protect, are afraid to acknowledge her
existence. And when the friends who once rallied around her begin to fall prey to Theseus's
manipulative schemes, Alena realizes she must act before she loses everything. But will the
price of success be too high to pay?
"She is mine to protect, mine to shelter, mine to feed and mine to cover. When she is weak, I
shall be her strength. She was stolen from her world by our captors. Now her survival is my
responsibility. It is her duty to endure my lust, respect my nest mates and honour our union
with offspring. I revere this giver of life, as is the way." ~ Venomous One, formerly of Rök,
enslaved gladiator Abducted from Earth and transported to a slave planet in an unknown
galaxy, Lumen finds herself, shackled, naked and put on display before an alien horde. Told
the males will battle for the right to slake their lusts with her body, she would become the slave
of slaves. Venomous One, a proud warrior enslaved, has given up hope of returning to his
home world and finding a life mate. When a female is tossed into the arena his soul demands
he claim her. Winning his mate by Right of Might, he vows to protect Lumen and be a good
provider, no matter how ugly her human appearance. Rescued by Venomous’ people, the
couple face space pirates, the condemnation of an alien government, galactic war, and a
deadlier threat from within the warrior’s own kindred.
It’s a feline frenzy with this sexy shifter bundle of paranormal romances—available at a great
price. Watch out—these heroes and heroines have claws! Four purrfectly passionate matches
are made for the ages in this were-cat collection. The Cougar’s Pawn: Ellery Colvard escapes
her perfectly organized life for a camping trip with her friends, hoping for a tiny thrill. Instead,
she gets carried away—literally—by alpha were-cougar Mason Foye, who needs a mate to avoid
his fate. But Ellery has some witchy ways, too, and she isn’t buying into his life story. The
clock is ticking as Mason struggles to keep his son, his family, and the woman for whom he’s
already fallen head over heels. Secrets: Casey Mitchell has always kept his identity as a werelynx secret. But he’s drawn to Michelle Slade, and when he begins to help investigate the
circumstances surrounding a mysterious disappearance, the situation soon spins out of
control. Their survival depends on trusting each other with secrets better left unspoken. Will
these two lonely souls triumph and find true love … or lose everything? Dragon Heart: In her
haste to establish her own boundaries, leopardess Shay Barclay may have entrusted her heart
to the wrong man—former Navy SEAL Drake O’Connor, a dragon shifter too dangerous to
resist. Drake swore to protect his buddy’s daughter to the death, so when his explosive
chemistry with Shay finally boils over and they end up in bed, her family’s political enemies are
the least of their problems. Secrets of the Jaguar: Hiding out in a small island town, Michelle
guards her secret closely: she may look like the girl next door, but she’s a were-jaguar. When
vampire Duncan comes to town after eight years of loneliness, he thinks Michelle’s a gift, not a
freak. Together, they venture to Mexico where the ancient Mayan past holds the key to her
elusive origins. However, when Duncan realizes an Aztec army of vampires needs Michelle’s
blood to perform an ancient ritual, he’ll stop at nothing to protect her. But falling in love could
be the most dangerous game. Sensuality Level: Sensual
Enter New York Times bestselling author Nalini Singh’s breathtakingly passionate Guild
Hunter world with the story of a woman who isn’t a vampire or an angel…or human… Once a
broken girl known as Sorrow, Holly Chang now prowls the shadowy gray underground of the
city for the angels. But it’s not her winged allies who make her a wanted woman—it’s the
unknown power coursing through her veins. Brutalized by an insane archangel, she was left
with the bloodlust of a vampire, the ability to mesmerize her prey, and a poisonous bite. Now,
someone has put a bounty on her head… Venom is one of the Seven, Archangel Raphael’s
private guard, and he’s as infuriating as he is seductive. A centuries-old vampire, his fangs
dispense a poison deadlier than Holly’s. But even if Venom can protect Holly from those
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hunting her, he might not be able to save himself—because the strange, violent power inside
Holly is awakening… No one is safe.
Ten years ago, Lia’s life had been normal, until she witnessed a murder. Since then she’s
been plagued by reliving that horrible night in a dream. But that wasn't the worst of her
problems. A force had awakened inside her, unleashing something so frightening, she couldn't
bear being close to anyone.Until she met Christian.Intrigued by her power and the strange
connection between them, Christian is determined to find out what makes her tick. Struggling
to keep his urges under control, he vows to stand by her. But as her past is revealed, he
uncovers secrets that shake him to the core, forcing a decision that could lead to her death.
*Includes some language* *Includes minor sexual situations* **Bonus material!!!**
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